The sky is the limit for school dropouts

The Youths against Poverty Programme (YAPP) is among the many programmes currently running under the umbrella of G-BIACK Women Programmes. After finishing primary and/or secondary school education, many youths are not able to proceed to higher learning due to either lack of school fees or failure to attain the required grades. These youths struggle to survive, and often end up by engaging in immorality or crime. They are faced by the dangers of acquiring HIV/AIDS, getting unplanned or unwanted pregnancies, or even being killed by “mob justice.”

Successful stories: Dorcus Ngendo and Lilian Cheboi at their places of work. They are now self-employed

G-BIACK is targeting this problem by offering the following six months courses; GROW BIOINTENSIVE (GB) mini farming, tailoring, dress making, beadwork and tie and dye. Additional skills like carpentry will be introduced soon to accommodate more boys.

28 girls and 4 boys who are currently taking the 6 months course will bring the total number of graduates to 98. G-BIACK is also loaning tailoring machines to the graduates on a revolving basis so that they are able to continue their small businesses independently.